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A Brush With Magic
£6.99, 140x216mm, 224pgs, B/W ILLUSTRATED  NOVEL
When Rua frees Silas from some bandits, the seasoned warrior takes the student mage When Rua frees Silas from some bandits, the seasoned warrior takes the student mage 
under her wing. She soon suspects he’s hiding something. She has a secret too. She’s killed 
thousands over the centuries and even rises from the dead to finish the job. But as a 
routine rescue operation goes from bad to worse, Silas is forced to reveal that he is the 
most dangerous mage in existence. And the one she has been searching for her entire life. 
AGE RATING: 13+

The Colours Of Magic
£10.00, 210x297mm, 44pgs, FULL COLOUR BOOKLET£10.00, 210x297mm, 44pgs, FULL COLOUR BOOKLET
'The Colours Of Magic' is the artbook accompanying 'A Brush With Magic'. Features 44 
pages of artwork including sketches, character turnarounds, and full colour paintings of 
the characters and their world.

A Spell Of Scarlet
£9.99, 140x216mm, 256pgs, B/W ILLUSTRATED  NOVEL
After centuries on her own, Rua was given a partner in the form of the young mage Silas. After centuries on her own, Rua was given a partner in the form of the young mage Silas. 
Her regenerative powers and lethal skills combined with his unique ability to access all the 
elements of magic meant they could prevail against nigh impossible odds. But being living 
legends comes with a cost. Amidst terrorism and assassination plots, the pair must 
overcome the fears and anxieties they had accumulated over the years from being so 
different from everyone else. Now they were finally together, would their own pasts tear 
them apart?
AGE RATING: 15+AGE RATING: 15+

The Spectrum Of Scarlet
£10.00, 210x297mm, 40pgs, FULL COLOUR BOOKLET
'The Spectrum Of Scarlet' is the artbook accompanying 'A Spell Of Scarlet'. Features 40 
pages of artwork amassed over the past 6 years including sketches, character turnarounds, 
and full colour paintings of the characters and their world.

Aya.Takeo
£15.00 for vols1-3, 176x250mm, 64pgs each, COLOUR 
COMICS
Aya Takeo is a story of space, time, civilisation and Aya Takeo is a story of space, time, civilisation and 
star-crossed love. The love and perseverance between 
a noblewoman separated from her lowly warrior, 
amidst a backdrop of a neo-classical Japan under 
invasion from spider mecha with an evil politician and a 
Cockney ninja... (seriously). An exciting, colourful, sci-fi 
action/adventure with dash of romance! Artwork by 
Sonia Leong, story by Lloyd Prentice.Sonia Leong, story by Lloyd Prentice.
AGE RATING: PG

Once Upon a Time
£5.00, 140x216mm, 160pgs, B/W MANGA 
Once Upon a Time... stories of our time, Once Upon a Time... stories of our time, 
the here and now. What challenges do 
we face when we have to grow up? 
Look through the eyes of different people 
as they deal with their personal battles, 
face the truth and determine their 
futures. Life's lessons can only be learnt 
from living it. AGE RATING: 13+from living it. AGE RATING: 13+

Telling Tales
£6.99 40x216mm, 224pgs, B/W MANGA 
Sweatdrop Studios presents adaptations of Sweatdrop Studios presents adaptations of 
stories well-loved and time tested. Magic, 
greed, love, friendship, loss and punishment 
– fairytales have always encompassed a 
haunting mix of the fantastical and 
macabre. This anthology, perfect for 
bed-time reading, will capture all of that 
and more! AGE RATING: PGand more! AGE RATING: PG

Drop Dead Monstrous
£5.00, 140x216mm, 128pgs, B/W MANGA
Drop Dead Monstrous features seven new Drop Dead Monstrous features seven new 
comics about all sorts of monsters - from 
the close-to-home monsters you might 
find in your back yard, to exotic monsters 
from fairy tales, from the other side of the 
world, and from the far reaches of time 
and space. Even your nextdoor neighbour 
could be a monster! At 120 pages, it's a could be a monster! At 120 pages, it's a 
bite sized chunk of comic flesh and 
braaaains. With Drop Dead Monstrous, 
every day is Hallowe'en! AGE RATING: 15+

Swords, Ships & Suplexes!
£10.00, 140x216mm, 166pgs, B/W MANGA
What do you dream about doing? What do you dream about doing? 
Becoming the masked hero of a town? 
Perhaps sailing off into the sunset on the 
high seas? Swashbuckling fights with 
swords or pulling off awesome wrestling 
moves with your bare hands? Or maybe 
just finding a little bit of magic mixed with 
the everyday stuff? Well, hold on tight, the everyday stuff? Well, hold on tight, 
because we're going to take you for a wild 
ride into our imaginations! Let's go on an 
adventure! AGE RATING: 6+



Romeo and Juliet
£9.99, 148x210mm, 208pgs, B/W MANGA 
GRAPHIC NOVEL 
"MY ONLY LOVE SPRUNG FROM MY ONLY "MY ONLY LOVE SPRUNG FROM MY ONLY 
HATE," laments Juliet of the world's most 
famous love story. Fusing classic 
Shakespeare with manga visuals, this 
cutting edge adaptation will impassion 
and grip its readers. Set in modern day 
Japan, two lovers are caught between 
rival Yakuza families. Can their love survive rival Yakuza families. Can their love survive 
as violence, betrayal and tragedy 
explode on Tokyo's streets?
AGE RATING: PG

Great Lives: Marie Curie
£10.99, 153x228mm, 128pgs COLOUR 
GRAPHIC NOVEL
Documenting Marie's childhood and her Documenting Marie's childhood and her 
days as a bright young student in 
Russian-occupied Poland all the way to her 
Nobel Prize--winning work in Physics and 
Chemistry. Help older children learn about 
some of the most exciting men and women 
who have ever lived and present it in a way 
that they'll actually enjoy! Each book that they'll actually enjoy! Each book 
follows the lives of people that made 
enormous contributions to the world.
AGE RATING: PG

Catalyst
£14.99, 173x240mm, 112pgs, COLOUR 
ANTHOLOGY
Collecting stories from a range of artists of Collecting stories from a range of artists of 
colour across the UK, their voices unite 
under a single theme: 'catalyst’. Showcasing 
a mix of established and emerging artists, 
this collection imagines the myriad ways in 
which a chain of events might end in either 
euphoria or catastrophe. Sometimes both.  
This provocative, intriguing and revelatory This provocative, intriguing and revelatory 
anthology invites readers to consider the 
situations, people and events that might 
accelerate change in their own lives and in 
our society as a whole.
AGE RATING: 13+

The Complete Beginner’s Guide to 
Drawing Manga: 101 Top Tips
£16.99, 190x245mm, 176pgs GUIDE BOOK
Award-winning manga artist Sonia Leong Award-winning manga artist Sonia Leong 
with other acclaimed manga creators 
and educators gives you all the tips, tricks 
and tools you need to get your ideas 
onto the page. Boost your skillS from first 
principles. Learn to create unique 
characters with their own styles. Get the 
most out of your drawing materials and most out of your drawing materials and 
software. Benefit from advice on pacing, 
layout, composition and lettering.
AGE RATING:PG

Draw Manga: Complete Skills
£14.99, 195x229mm, 256pgs
GUIDE BOOK
With 28 online videos linked to With 28 online videos linked to 
book, one of the most user-friendly 
manga tutor books on the market. 
Readers build up characters from 
basic shapes and measurements, 
anatomy and poses, add design 
elements to enhance drawings 
and stories, render artwork in and stories, render artwork in 
different styles and mediums 
(including digital), and create 
comic pages and sequences.
AGE RATING: PG

Beginning Manga
£12.99, 229x298mm, 144pgs GUIDE BOOK
Starting with tools and materials, readers Starting with tools and materials, readers 
learn new drawing and inking 
techniques, as well as how to work with 
colour thanks to a variety of simple 
step-by-step projects and prompts 
designed to spark creativity and inspire 
artists. Included are templates and 
practice pages to assist with developing practice pages to assist with developing 
one's craft in addition to brainstorming, 
sketching, and collecting project 
inspiration. The perfect resource for 
aspiring manga artists and illustrators.
 AGE RATING: PG

Drawing Manga Heroines and Heroes
£12.99, 229x298mm, 128pgs GUIDE BOOK
Learn how to illustrate a range of manga Learn how to illustrate a range of manga 
characters - from warriors to schoolkids, 
knights, angels, cyborgs, interstellar idols, 
and more. Features interactive 
exercises, creative prompts, and 
step-by-step exercises to educate and 
excite beginning and aspiring artists 
working in a variety of media and working in a variety of media and 
techniques, from manga and anime to 
illustration done in ink.
AGE RATING: PG



2023 Direct Order Sales Catalogue

All books are listed with age ratings and full recommended retail prices. Depending on your chosen 
titles and order amount, I can offer discounts between 10%~25%, as well as tailored shipping costs. 

HOW TO ORDER
• Copy and paste the order form below into an email and fill in as required
• Send to sonia@fyredrake.net with subject Fyredrake Direct Order
• I will reply within 48hrs confirming any discounts, shipping costs then send a Paypal invoice
• Once you pay, I will post your order within 1-2 working days

========
ORDER FORM
Name:
Email:
Shipping Address:
Urgent Shipping required: (No or Yes - please specify)
--------
Order:
(ITEM NAME) x (QUANTITY)
(ITEM NAME) x (QUANTITY)
(ITEM NAME) x (QUANTITY)
--------
Any requests: (If you want personalised dedications, please specify)
========

PAYMENT
Follow the link in the email invoice to be taken to the PayPal website to provide secure payment. 
You can choose to pay with any of the payment types that PayPal supports. These include credit 
and debit cards (Visa, Delta, Electron, Mastercard, Eurocard, Maestro, American Express), bank 
transfers, PayPal payments and PayPal Credit financing. You don't need to have a PayPal account.

SHIPPING
UK customers: I use Royal Mail 2nd Class post, or a courier for heavier orders, whatever is cheapest. 
Once posted, these would arrive within 3-4 days. Includes compensation for loss or damage. You 
can upgrade to 1st Class or Next Day delivery if you request it in your order form.
International customers: I use Royal Mail International Standard / Economy, or a courier for heavier 
orders, whatever is cheapest. Once posted, these would arrive within 1 week for Europe, 2-4 weeks 
elsewhere. Includes compensation for loss or damage. You can upgrade to a fully tracked service or 
faster courier if you request it on your order form.

SIGNING AND PERSONALISATION
I will sign all of my items as standard! For books/comics, I usually sign on or inside the cover, or on one
of the title pages. If you have a specific request for me to dedicate it to someone in particular, or to 
write a short message for the recipient, sign it on a different page, or if you want me to leave it 
blank / NOT sign it at all, please request it on your order form.
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